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The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1201: Division Of Labor 

Dean Huang stepped forward, stuff a green bead into his hand without being noticed and said in a low 

voice, “You must persevere. I will plead with Dean and hope that he will release you.” 

Cai Yu was stunned. He subconsciously clenched the bead before being pushed into the enchantment by 

the people of Elder Ji. 

Passing through the enchantment, the mellow spiritual power disappeared, and the cold evil spirit 

rushed toward him. 

It was like hell on one side and heaven on the other. 

Cai Yu closed his eyes and felt the faint energy emanating from the green beads. This energy enveloped 

his mind and dantian, preventing his mind and dantion from being eroded by the evil spirit. 

However, this kind of protection was a drop in the bucket after all. It was like a tiny little flame in a 

violent storm that would go out at any time. 

Cai Yu looked down at the bead. The light in his eyes disappeared under the reflection of the black evil 

spirit and the green bead, “Go back? I…can still go back?” 

There had been a lot of noise in Miracle Healer Academy lately, and almost everything was Hexi-related. 

But Hexi didn’t seem to care. She just lived her life gracefully. 

“Mom, you are finally willing to let Little Egg out. Little Egg is suffocating to death!” 

White light flashed in the dormitory, and the figures of Little Egg, Little Golden Dragon, Little Dumb Cow, 

and Xiao Li all appeared. 

Little Egg jumped into Hexi’s arms and complained loudly, “Bad mom, you didn’t let Little Egg out for so 

long. When the bad guys bullied mom, Little Egg wanted to come out to beat the bad guys, but mom 

didn’t allow it either. Little Egg was really suffocating in there!” 

Little Golden Dragon also held his paws and said angrily, “That group of idiots dared to say that you 

cheated and dared to question your pill refining ability! Hehe, now they should have suffered the 

consequences. I heard that Cai Yu was sent into the Spirit Extinct Valley. He will suffer now. Haha, he 

deserves it. That’s what you get for framing boss!” 

Little Golden Dragon was different from Little Egg. He could change his shape at will. Although he 

couldn’t restrain all his aura, as long as someone didn’t use Divine Sense to investigate or break into the 

enchantment, no one would find out his presence. 

But who would use Divine Sense to detect a fly? 

Hexi smiled and said, “Okay, stop arguing, my roommate just happened to be not coming back tonight. 

Let’s go check out the whole academy.” 
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In the past few days, in addition to the cultivation, Hexi has been stepping around in the academy to 

inquire about the situation. 

However, people came and went during the day, so it wasn’t easy to do anything. At night, the students 

were not allowed to leave the dormitory at will, so there was no clue about the search for Wu Qi. 

“Little Egg, you first hide our cultivation base, don’t let spiritual power leak.” 

“Xiao Li, you pay attention to casting illusions so that people can’t see our existence with the naked 

eye.” 

“Little Dumb Cow casts the enchantment. Iff anyone approaches, tell me immediately.” 

Hexi also searched for a long time before confirming that the president’s office of the Academy Student 

Council— which was the room where Lu Zhixi was, had a detailed map of the academy. 

Miracle Healer Academy was too big, and there were enchantments in almost every place. If they 

searched by themselves, it would take a long time to find Wu Qi! 

Little Golden Dragon heard that Hexi had assigned tasks to everyone, but he wasn’t assigned with 

anything, and he immediately said in a hurry, “Boss, what about me? What about me?” 

Hexi smiled and said, “Of course you are scouting in front! Only your ability can avoid some simple 

arrays and let us enter the Academy Student Council.” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1202: Remember To Record 

They successfully passed through the dormitory area and came to the Academy Student Council. 

The building where the Academy Student Council was located was already dimly lit and quiet. There 

were only some lighting crystal stones on the aisles. 

Because Little Golden Dragon scouted in front and many arrays only prevented the fluctuation of 

spiritual power, Hexi, whose cultivation and spiritual power were hidden by Little Egg, quickly passed 

through the enchantment of the Academy Student Council. 

Just as she was about to enter Lu Zhixi’s room, she heard the voice of Little Golden Dragon, “Boss, wait a 

minute, there seems to be someone inside.” 

Hexi squinted and jump above the beam. 

Little Egg, Xiao Li and Little Dumb Cow were all taken into the void by her, only Little Golden Dragon 

turned into a gecko and crawled in the direction of the sound. 

Hexi was thinking about sneaking in to see the situation, but a scene suddenly appeared in her mind. 

This was a dark room. There was only a faint light of crystal stone in the room, but she could see that the 

room was luxurious and elegant. There were two people in the room, a man and a woman. Hexi 

recognized the woman immediately, it was Lu Zhixi. 
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The proud voice of Little Golden Dragon soon came from her Divine Sense, “Boss, I have already reached 

the threshold to rank 6. This is my newly discovered ability. How is it? Amazing right?” 

Like the implementation of live video, it is really powerful. Hexi laughed and said to Little Golden Dragon 

with Divine Sense, “Not bad. But the picture is unstable, it seems that you can’t last long.” 

Little Golden Dragon sighed in annoyance, gritted his teeth and said, “When I break through rank 6, I can 

fetch images from thousands of miles away to you, boss!” 

Hexi didn’t speak. She just focused her Divine Sense on the image, watching it in her mind. She said, 

“Little Golden Dragon, remember to record it.” 

Little Golden Dragon sneered twice, “No need to remind me, boss. I have already used recording 

talisman.” 

The recording talisman in Hexi’s hand was sent by Jiang Huai. There was no spiritual power fluctuation 

at all during recording. When Jiang Huai recorded Feng Lianying’s ugly manners in the Sealed Dragon 

Domain, even Feng Yunjing didn’t notice it. This showed the concealment of this recording talisman. 

At this moment, Hexi heard the short man spoke, “Hehe, that idiot Cai Yu has always regarded himself 

very highly and looked down on me. Now it’s his turn to fall into the abyss. I want to see can he still be 

arrogant in the future.” 

Lu Zhixi glanced at the short man with a light expression, and the short man shrank his neck and said 

with a pleasing smile, “President, don’t be angry. Xi Yue was just lucky this time. Next time, we can 

definitely get rid of him.” 

Lu Zhixi shook her head lightly and said: “Zeng Shouyue has already been eyeing us. With Wei 

Chengyuan’s relationship, we can no longer act rashly. As for Cai Yu, have you made arrangements? I see 

that Dean Huang is very attentive to Cai Yu, maybe he will plead to let him out.” 

The short man immediately smiled confidently, “President, don’t worry, it’s just getting rid of one 

person. Isn’t it an easy task for us? Cai Yu definitely won’t be able to walk out of the Spirit Extinct Valley 

alive.” 

Lu Zhixi nodded and squinted her eyes coldly, “Cai Yu, this idiot. Since he decided to set Xi Yue up, he 

should be more ruthless. Due to his overcautiousness and indecisiveness, Xi Yue can now act arrogantly 

in front of me.” 

Chapter 1203: The New Skills of the Little Ones 

The little man echoed, “President, don’t be bothered by this kind of idiot. He deserves to take the blame 

for the death of Feng Yunqing and Chen Jiancheng. As for Xi Yue, hmph, as long as the Lu Family 

accomplishes that task, the entire Miracle Healer Academy will be under the control of the Lu Family. 

Why should president worry about a mere Xi Yue?” 

Lu Zhixi breathed a sigh of relief, took out 2 inscribed jade slips from a jade box and handed them to the 

short man, “This is the most detailed map of Miracle Healer Academy. Only the president and the 

deputy president are qualified to view it. You memorize the map of Spirit Extinct Valley clearly now so 



that you can easily get rid of Cai Yu. Another inscribed jade slip can protect the person who enters it 

from being eroded by evil spirits within 2 hours, you must let your people do it quickly.” 

The short man’s eyes lit up. He quickly took the inscribed jade slip, “Don’t worry, president. They will 

definitely be able to handle this trivial matter.” 

After Lu Zhixi instructed the short man, she turned and left; the short man was still memorizing the map. 

The image in the Divine Sense flickered and disappeared, apparently the Little Golden Dragon couldn’t 

hold on anymore. 

Hexi came down silently from the beam, summoned Xiao Li and whispered a few words in her ear. 

Xiao Li immediately showed a sly smile and nodded again and again, “Miss, don’t worry, that short 

man’s cultivation is only at the early stage of the Gold Core Stage. He can’t resist my illusion at all.” 

Xiao Li said and jumped away. After 10 minutes, Hexi saw the short man stumbled out of Lu Zhixi’s 

office, murmuring, “I’ve already memorized the map. I’ve memorized it clearly.” 

Hexi smiled slightly and stepped into the room. 

Xiao Li immediately rushed to Hexi’s side and smiled, “Miss, I changed his inscribed jade slip and made 

him remember part of the map incorrectly. When he enters Spirit Extinct Valley, he will definitely be 

trapped to death inside. Hehe~” 

“Good job.” Hexi touched her little head and took the inscribed jade slip on which the map was written. 

The content in the inscribed jade slip was indeed the whole map of Miracle Healer Academy. Every tree 

and grass could be seen at a glance. 

It was fine to just memorize Spirit Extinct Valley, but it was almost impossible to memorize the terrain of 

the entire Miracle Healer Academy. 

Hexi frowned and said, “This inscribed jade slip has been specially-processed and cannot be copied. I 

can’t remember it in a short time. What should we do?” 

“Who said can’t memorize?” Little Egg shook his pink paws and said, “Little Egg can remember, in just a 

glance.” 

“Just a glance?” Hexi’s eyes widened slightly. “You’ve read the entire map in such a short time? How did 

you finish it?” 

In fact, if Hexi could read it all, she could also remember it, but the problem was that the Miracle Healer 

Academy was too big. She couldn’t read every corner in a few hours. 

Little Egg scratched his head and said with a puzzled face, “I just put Divine Sense in it and read it, then I 

read it all? But if mom you ask me how, I also don’t know?” 

Hexi still didn’t believe it. She picked a few places and tested Little Egg. She even took out a blank 

inscribed jade slip and asked Little Egg to try to copy it. As a result, Little Egg copied it without even 

thinking. 



Hexi was overjoyed. She hugged Little Egg and kissed him a few times, and she said excitedly, “Little Egg, 

you are really mom’s good helper!” 

“Hehe, am I more powerful than Little Golden Dragon and Sister Xiao Li?” 

Hexi scratched his nose and chuckled, “Yes, little ancestor, you are the best, satisfied?” 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1204: Protect Chastity?! 

Little Dumb Cow was much more stupid. He didn’t understand what everyone was arguing about. He 

just stared at Little Egg like an idiot. 

Hexi put the inscribed jade slip that recorded the map back to its original position, waved to the little 

ones, and went back to their dormitory together. 

She also wanted to destroy Lu Zhixi’s map, but there were many talented people in the Miracle Healer 

Academy and there were many arrays in the Academy Student Council. Although the arrays were 

relatively simple, who knows if there were any traps in them. It would be bad if she alerted them. 

Back in the dormitory, everyone entered the void, waiting for Little Egg to copy the entire map into the 

inscribed jade slip. 

Little Golden Dragon handed the recording talisman to Hexi, smiled and said, “Boss, you recorded this 

thing to expose Lu Zhixi’s blackheart? If people see this, her good people mask will be exposed!” 

“Do you think you can make Lu Zhixi fall with just an image?” Hexi sneered, “As long as Lu Zhixi shed a 

tear in front of everyone and cried that she was wronged, do you think the students and elders of the 

entire Miracle Healer Academy will believe me more than her?” 

“Of course… they’ll believe her.” Little Golden Dragon stomped on the linden tree dejectedly, “The 

people in this academy are really stupid. Is this Lu Zhixi so great? Isn’t she just have a pretty face and 

good in acting pity? All of them are fooled by this. Look at that dumb Cai Yu, he worked for her, but 

looked at where he ended up now! Bunch of idiots!” 

Hexi smiled lowly, took the first inscribed jade slip handed over by Little Egg and read with Divine 

Thought. 

The inscribed jade slip in Lu Zhixi’s hand was specially made and could record a lot of content, but Hexi 

only had an ordinary inscribed jade slip, so she could only let Little Egg reproduce a part of the map. 

“Right!” Little Golden Dragon suddenly thought of something excitedly. He hovered in the air and said, 

“Are these people believing in Lu Zhixi because of her pretty face? Boss, why don’t you stop disguising as 

a man and make yourself pretty? I can guarantee that no one will be able to look away from you. Let’s 

see who will believe in that black-hearted lotus by then. Hehe, boss, isn’t my idea great?” 

Hexi’s mouth twitched, and she thought to herself: Such a crappy idea, you still have the face to ask me 

about it? 

Before she could speak, Little Egg immediately put down the inscribed jade slip and rushed to Hexi’s 

side. He grabbed her arm and shook his head desperately, “No! No! Daddy said that he wanted me to be 
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mom’s side to protect mom’s chastity. I can’t let those frivolous men lay their hands on mom, and I can’t 

let mom fall in love with another man. In all… no one can covet mom! Absolutely not!” 

Protect chastity?! 

Hexi felt blue veins bursting on her forehead. These little guys really lack discipline! 

She no longer cared about the 2 little ones who were arguing with each other. She started to search for 

suspicious places in this academy inch by inch with Xiao Li. 

Xiao Li looked at it for a while, then she frowned, “Miss, many places in this Miracle Healer Academy 

have enchantments, and they need points to enter. Look here, here, and here…” 

Hexi also nodded, “I also found out that all those suspicious places need points.” 

The promotion system adopted by Miracle Healer Academy was a clear points system. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1205: Points System 

Students who completed their assignments, participated in assessments, and got the approval of the 

elders would receive points. 

There would be various competitions in the academy from time to time. Those who won in the 

competitions would get points. Of course, those who lost would also get their points deducted. As for 

the amount of points earned or deducted, it depended on the importance of the competitions. 

Of course, in addition to assessments and assignments, Miracle Healer Academy also offered many 

simple jobs. 

For example, taking care of the spiritual herb garden, raising spiritual beasts and running errands for 

elders, they could all gain points. Of course, this kind of work gave very few points, basically only 1-2 

points at a time. 

The last way to get points was to complete the missions issued by the academy. This was a bit similar to 

the mercenaries in Hexi’s previous life. Those missions generally had certain dangers, which was also a 

training for students. If those missions could be completed, the amount of points obtained was not 

comparable to finishing assignments or works. 

Hexi sighed and said, “I have checked my points. Because I passed the freshman assessment and 

performed well in the second assessment, I got 12 points. But these points aren’t even enough to buy 

the slightly better tasting spiritual food in the cafeteria, let alone enter those enchantments.” 

Xiao Li said, “Miss, if I secretly charm the person who manages the enchantments, maybe…” 

“Absolutely not!” Hexi rejected decisively, “I have met more than a dozen elders of Nascent Soul Stage 

in this academy alone, and almost all of the butlers and students are at the Gold Core Stage, so we 

definitely can’t fight them forcibly. You must not act rashly, do you hear me!” 

Xiao Li’s face turned pale after hearing Hexi’s serious words, and she lowered her head sadly. 
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Hexi reached out, touched her little head and said softly, “Don’t worry, in a few days, when I’m familiar 

with the Huang Medical Branch, I’ll ask about those point missions. And…” 

She lowered her voice, and her Divine Sense landed on the corner of the map. She smirked, “There is 

another place in Miracle Healer Academy that other students may not be able to enter even if they earn 

a lifetime of points, but I can go in and find out right away.” 

Xiao Li raised her head in surprise, “Is that?” 

A phantasm of the map quickly appeared above the inscribed jade slip. Hexi pointed to one of the places 

where “Bijing Pavilion” was written, and she smiled, “The highest level forbidden area in Miracle Healer 

Academy, the amount of points required is unknown. It is even higher level than the Spirit Extinct Valley 

and Deans’ room. Hehe, I don’t know where that is, but maybe we can find clues about Wu Qi in it!” 

Xiao Li nodded, looking at Hexi with trust and admiration in her eyes. 

As long as her Miss said so, she was willing to trust it unconditionally, and she had never lied to her. 

As they were talking, the space suddenly fluctuated, which meant someone was approaching. 

Hexi exited the void immediately and opened her eyes. 

However, Hexi was already mentally prepared, but when she opened her eyes, she was still startled. 

Xuan Mu was sitting cross-legged on the opposite bed. 

There was a faint smell of blood in the air, which added a bit of killing intent to the already dim 

dormitory. 

Afer sensing Hexi woke up, Xuan Mu opened his eyes. The pair of dark and deep eyes met Hexi’s eyes. 

The coldness and killing intent in those eyes made Hexi frown slightly. 

But Hexi didn’t feel afraid. She just smiled casually. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1206 

She threw a porcelain bottle, and it landed beside Xuan Mu with a perfect parabola. 

"Treat it as a return gift of the silkworm quilt!" 

After speaking, Hexi didn't even look at Xuan Mu as if she didn't even realize the killing intent radiating 

from him. She turned around and lay back on the bed. 

She didn't dare to go into the void for the time being, so she just went to sleep normally. 

Xuan Mu reached out and took the porcelain bottle. As soon as he opened the bottle, there was a hint 

of surprise in his eyes. 

His complex gaze looked at the bed on the upper left. The young man's figure was covered by the 

silkworm emitting a faint soft light. Only the black silky brocade-like long hair was scattered on the bed. 
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If the young man just asked a question or showed the intention to investigate, he would probably kill 

him. 

However, to Xuan Mu's surprise, the young man seemed to have no interest in his injury or what he was 

doing. 

The medicinal pills thrown over were also effective for his current condition. He can judge my injury by 

just smelling my blood? 

Xuan Mu frowned, suppressed the complicated thoughts in his mind and swallowed a medicinal pill. 

The warm medicinal power spread from the dantian to the whole body. It had a reassuring comfort and 

tolerance. 

The night passed in quiet cultivation and deep sleep. 

It was Hexi's third day taking classes at Huang Medical Branch, but the classroom situation here still 

made her sigh. 

There were not many students in Huang Medical Branch, at least not many in the class. 

No one was serious. They were either sleeping or practicing on their own, which was completely 

different from every student in the Heaven Medical Branch's class who listened carefully to the class. 

Most of the elders teaching at Huang Medical Branch were at the Nascent Soul Stage, but their attitude 

was completely incomparable to the elders teaching at Heaven Medical Branch. 

These elders were usually impatient in class, and they were too lazy to go deep into some basic theories. 

Hexi occasionally asked questions about things she didn't understand, but they didn't seem to care. 

Hexi also wanted to get angry, but… when she saw those students fooling around in the class, she didn't 

know who to sympathize with. 

In desperation, Hexi had to save enough points first and go to the library to check the information. 

In fact, the courses taught by these elders still benefited Hexi a lot. Her biggest problem now was that 

her foundation was not solid enough. 

So when Hexi went to the library, she would stay on the first floor where there was almost no one there. 

Most of the books on the first floor were elementary books on various basic cultivation methods 

including the most simple theories on pill refining, forging, medical skills, and arrays. 

Those who could enter the Miracle Healer Academy were all talented. They had been familiar with the 

basic theories, but only Hexi was an outlier. 

In pill refining, she had now reached the level of a great master, but she had little understanding of 

some basic theories. 

The same was true for her cultivation. 

Therefore, these elementary books, that were ignored by other students, made Hexi eager to read. 



This happened many times, and the administrator of the library and some students started to notice 

Hexi's actions. 

Originally, if someone read elementary books every day like Hexi and he is a student from the Huang 

Medical Branch, he would definitely be ridiculed and despised. 

But Xi Yue was different! 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1207 

Nowadays, who didn't know that Xi Yue's pill refining level had amazed all the teachers and students in 

the second round of entrance assessment. 

A martial artist of the Foundation Establishment stage had refined a five spiritual pill of grade 4, and it 

was even the best quality pill. Could anyone simply laugh at and despise her? 

Not to mention, she could resist a rank 7 magical beast alone with her low cultivation. 

So, everyone was focusing on the wrong spot. 

Just because Xi Yue squatted on the first floor of the elementary library every day, everyone thought 

that there was a precious secret book in the elementary library, so they rushed to the elementary library 

to search for treasure. 

The library on the first floor, which was empty usually, suddenly became overcrowded. 

However, when they went to look at the book Hexi read, they were all dumbfounded. 

What is this… Leading qi into the body, breathing, and spiritual power operation… It's just what we have 

learned a long time ago! 

So, what exactly is Xi Yue looking at here? 

However, these people couldn't catch Hexi's attention at all. 

She had now finished sweeping the elementary books on the first floor, and she went to the second 

floor. 

Although the reading of the books on the first floor also required points, 1 point could let her read for a 

whole day. 

But the books on the second floor were much more expensive. Reading 5 books had to pay 1 point. For a 

poor student like Hexi, she really didn't have enough points. 

Therefore, on this day, she carefully selected for a long time before taking a pill formula book - the 

books of Miracle Healer Academy were all made of a special paper instead of inscribed jade slip. 

This ancient book of pill formula was new instead. Apparently, no one really read it. 

It was not that this pill formula book was not profound, but because it was too profound and the 

explanation was not detailed. Many spiritual herbs mentioned in it cannot be found in the Miluo 

Continent, so they were gradually ignored. 
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Because the ordinary pill refiner could refine according to the method even if he read this book. 

However, Hexi was very satisfied with this pill formula book, because it was the only book that she could 

read the refining methods and theories of the grade 5 and 6 medicinal pills with the minimum points. 

Time passed by slowly. Hexi was so immersed in this pill formula book that she almost forgot everything. 

However, Hexi frowned from time to time when she saw the last part of the book. 

"Why, do you have any questions after reading this book?" 

Hexi raised her head suddenly, and she suddenly recovered her senses. She saw an unshaven old man in 

front, and she stood up in surprise and said, "Dean Zeng, why are you here?" 

Zeng Shouyue touched his beard and stared at Hexi for a while. There were inexplicable emotions in his 

eyes which seemed to be sad and also hope. 

He coughed lightly, restrained his emotions, and smiled, "This book is a little too deep for you. Even 

some elders in the academy who specialize in pill refining can't understand it. It's normal for you to read 

with a little understanding. You can choose some intermediate pill refining books first, and you can ask 

me if you have any questions." 

Hexi shook her head and said, "No, I think this book is very easy to understand. It's just that there are 

some problems with the pill formula in it." 

"There are some problems with the pill formula?" Zeng Shouyue frowned when he heard this. He 

originally had high hope on this student, but at this moment, he was dissatisfied with her arrogant 

attitude. 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1208 

A freshman who has just entered the academy actually said that she could understand this book 

[Ancient Pill Code]. He had also read this book, and he still couldn't fully comprehend the understanding 

in it! 

However, thinking of Xi Yue's outstanding talent, Zeng Shouyue still took over the book from Xi Yue. 

What was written on it was the simplest formula for the blood healing pill, and it was a grade 3 blood 

healing pill. This was very popular in the current Miluo Continent. 

Zeng Shouyue took a look. After determining that the pill formula was the same as his common pill 

formula, he couldn't help frowning and said, "Isn't this the ordinary blood healing pill formula? What's 

the problem?" 

These medicinal pills had been used for thousands of years, and no one had ever raised any doubts. How 

could there be a problem? 

But thinking that Xi Yue was at the age of learning, so he was relieved again. 

Putting the [Ancient Pill Code] on the table, Zeng Shouyue stroked his beard and said with a smile, "If 

you have any questions, you can go to my pill refiner and try to refine it a few times. After refining, you 
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will know the essence of this pill formula. You will understand why such a pill formula has been 

circulating in Miluo Continent for thousands of years." 

Hexi shook her head and chuckled, "I know without refining it. There is a big problem with this pill 

formula." 

Zeng Shouyue was a little unhappy now, but he still calmly said, "Then tell me, what's wrong with this 

pill formula?" 

The library had always been quiet. Because of their argument, many students were attracted. 

Originally, some people wanted to scold them for being noisy, but when they saw their identities, they 

all shut up. 

Especially when everyone found that Zeng Shouyue was looking at Xi Yue's unkind eyes, and they 

immediately guessed that Xi Yue was hated by this dean. They couldn't help but gloat at the misfortune. 

However, Hexi didn't notice the onlookers and Zeng Shouyue's displeasure. She just stretched out her 

slender finger, tapped on the book and said calmly, "There are 2 main medicines in this pill formula. 

They are fire essence jujube and ice flower. Fire essence jujube produces blood and ice flower nourishes 

veins. If they are separated, there is no problem, but if they are combined to refine pills, there will be a 

problem." 

Before Zeng Shouyue asked another question, Hexi continued, "Although these 2 spiritual herbs do not 

conflict with each other in terms of efficacy, they are one of fire and one of water, one of yang and the 

other of yin. The yin and yang of the medicinal properties offset each other. Although the medicinal pills 

are not harmful to the human body, they greatly waste the value of the pill itself." 

"Moreover, once the amount of fire essence jujube and ice flower is adjusted improperly, the medicinal 

pills will contain cold poison or fire poison. If one takes these medicinal pills for a long time, his body will 

definitely be harmed. Dean Zeng, what do you think of this?" 

Zeng Shouyue was stunned, staring at the young man with wide eyes, then he muttered to himself after 

a while, "Yin and Yang offset each other? Yes, it is really is one yin and one yang. Will they really offset 

each other?" 

The students onlookers were even more uproar when they heard Xi Yue's remarks. Some were 

disdainful, some were puzzled, and some were shocked. 

"What yin and yang offset each other? He is just bullshitting. This is a pill formula that has been handed 

down for thousands of years. Can Xi Yue change it himself?" 

"I think what Xi Yue said is not unreasonable. I heard that some people who take the inferior blood 

supplement pills will inexplicably get fire poison." 

"I've never heard of anyone who can modify pill formula by themselves. What if the refined medicinal 

pills cause death to people?" 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1209 
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A person suddenly rushed out of the crowd, grabbed Hexi's hand, and said nervously, "You said that the 

fire essence jujube and ice flower offset each other, so do you have any way to improve it?" 

Hexi looked up in amazement. She found that the person grabbed her's hand was a young man with an 

ordinary appearance and big ears. 

But his eyes were extremely clear and bright. When he talked about medicinal pills, his eyes seemed to 

be burning. 

Someone in the crowd recognized this person, "Isn't that Jia Shujie from Heaven Medical Branch?" 

"I heard that he is a pill maniac. He is not interested in anything other than pill refining. Even his 

cultivation didn't increase much. He has entered the Miracle Healer Academy for more than 2 years, and 

he is still in the early stage of the Gold Core Stage.." 

"It's also because his cultivation can't be improved, which made him unable to refine high grade 

medicinal pills, so he is almost abandoned by the elders now. Maybe he will fall to the Earth Medical 

Branch next year." 

The people around were criticizing Jia Shujie, but Jia Shujie didn't seem to notice. He stared at Hexi 

without blinking. His burning eyes could seem to burn a hole on her face. 

Hexi didn't care about his rudeness. She waved her hand slightly to shake him off and smiled slightly, 

"What if I replace the fire essence jujube with ice crystal jujube?" 

"Ice crystal jujube? Replace fire essence jujube with ice crystal jujube?" Jia Shujie murmured and 

repeated Hexi's words as if falling into a madness. "Yes, ice crystal jujube also has the effect of 

generating blood, and its ice crystal attribute and ice flower's ice attribute won't offset each other, but 

they will complement each other. But in this way, won't there be too much cold poison in the medicinal 

pills?" 

Hexi raised her brows and said leisurely, "Whether it will contain cold poison, try it and you'll know?" 

Zeng Shouyue was also impatient at this time, "Xi Yue, let's go to the pill refining room of Huang Medical 

Branch now and try the pill formula you mentioned." 

Then they came to the pill refining room of Huang Medical Branch. There were also students following 

behind them. 

Almost all the students in the library who watched this scene followed. They all had to witness with their 

own eyes whether the pill formula, which had been handed down for thousands of years, could be 

improved. 

In the pill refining room of Huang Medical Branch, there were only a few students doing pill refining. 

Everyone's face was full of disappointment. Of course, the environment here was also very bad. The 

spirit in the air couldn't even be felt. 

Noticing that a group of people came in and many of them were students of the 4 upper courtyards, 

these people stopped refining pills and stood up awkwardly. 



Many of the students of the 4 upper courtyards were full of despise when looking at the finished 

products they refined. Those were residues or low grade medicinal pills. 

Even an idiot like Jia Shujie showed a worried look, grabbed Hexi and said, "Go to my pill refining room, I 

have carved several spirit gathering arrays there. You will definitely be able to refine good medicinal 

pills." 

Jia Shujie's words made the people of Huang Medical Branch bow their heads one after another, 

showing humiliation and anger. 

Hexi refused nonchalantly, "No need. As long as you have the ability, it's the same to refine pill 

anywhere. What's more, isn't it just grade 3 blood healing pill? Is there a need for making such a fuss?" 

Except for Jia Shujie, who was a pill maniac, looked convinced and admired, everyone else showed a 

sneering look. 

Several people in Heaven Medical Branch snickered, waiting for Hexi to make a fool of himself. 

Hexi took some spiritual herbs from the storage shelf in the Huang Medical Branch's pill refining room, 

looked at a boy who was paler than others and said, "Can you help me process these herbs?" 

The King of Hell's Genius Pampered Wife 

Chapter 1210: Pills Refined 

Many spirit herbs that were freshly picked and stored needed to be processed before refining. 

However, this kind of trivial, boring and unskilled work used to be easily handled by Little Egg with a 

wave of his paws, so Hexi didn’t know how to process them until now. 

The young man widened his eyes in shock, pointed at himself and said, “Me? Me?” 

Hexi nodded, “You don’t want to?” Then she frowned, “I… can pay you a point.” 

Jia Shujie was anxious, and he immediately said, “I’ll do it! Xi Yue, let me handle the herbs for you. You 

just need to hurry up and refine the new blood healing pill.” 

“No! Please let me do it!” The young man stepped forward and said with a trembling tone, “I can handle 

these herbs.” 

Saying that, he grabbed the herbs from Hexi’s hand and started to process them seriously. 

Jia Shujie wanted to say something, but when he saw the colorful colors on the boy’s fingers, he paused. 

This is… a trace left by processing herbs for a long time. 

Is Xi Yue looking for him because he sensed the young man’s abilities? 

The red spiritual fire was burning in the pill refining furnace. 

That’s right, not the golden spiritual fire; not the dantian fire in Hexi’s body, but the earth spiritual fire 

she accidentally acquired in the Illusive Forest. 

https://www.novelpub.com/novel/the-king-of-hells-genius-pampered-wife-12040103


In fact, this grade 3 blood healing pill, according to Hexi’s previous practice, she could refine them in 15 

minutes. 

But now there were too many people watching. In order to avoid attracting unnecessary attention, she 

used the earth spiritual fire and followed the steps described in the book. 

Soon, the medicinal pills were refined. 

The top of the cauldron was opened, and a strong medicinal fragrance came out. 

Looking at the 16 medicinal pills neatly arranged in the pill cauldron, the pill refiners in Huang Medical 

Branch all gasped. 

No one knew how shabby the Huang Medical Branch’s pill refining room was than the people who 

refined pills here every day. 

Among them, there were not many people who could successfully refine a batch of medicinal pills every 

day. Even if they succeeded, there were only 2-3 pills. 

But what about Xi Yue? She just casually refined 16 pills in a cauldron, using the spiritual herbs of the 

most average quality. 

The only person in the audience who pouted and shook head was probably Hexi. 

Sure enough, without using her own refining method and spiritual fire, she couldn’t bear to look at the 

pity amount. 

If she had such low efficiency in pill refining on weekdays, Shengde Hall would have closed down early. 

Although the people in the 4 upper courtyards were not as shocked as the people in the Huang Medical 

Branch, they no longer dared to look down on Xi Yue. 

Although they knew that Xi Yue’s pill refining skill was excellent, hearing it was different from seeing it 

with their own eyes. 

Jia Shujie had completely lost his mind at this time. He grabbed 1 of the medicinal pills with shock and 

excitement, and his voice was shaking, “He really did it? I didn’t expect that the pills are really refined 

after changing the formula. Doesn’t this mean all the pill formulas can be modified? No, I have to try the 

effect of this pill first…” 

As he spoke, he was about to stuff it in his mouth. 

His classmate from Heaven Medical Branch quickly grabbed his hand and said anxiously, “Shujie, are you 

crazy? These medicinal pills have not been tested yet. Who knows what will happen after you eat 

them?” 

“Yeah, if the ice properties of ice crystal jujube and ice flower are condensed in the medicinal pills, 

wouldn’t you be infected with cold poison?” 


